
Applications 

All products requiring maximum speed, simple 

infeed, easy format changeover. 

Advantages and Benefits 

Ultimate Efficiency, Speed, Flexibility,            

Reliability in Automatic Bagging Operations 

Quick, easy, economic packaging of different  

types, sizes and shapes of products and bags. 

Safe packaging of fragile and delicate products. 

Use of tubular film, to reduce the cost of buying 

and storing bags in many different sizes. 

Easy product infeed. 

With “no fall”, even fragile and delicate pro-

ducts can be safely packed. 

Integration with filling systems, pick and place, 

printing systems, labelling machines. 

Customization at the highest levels. 
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Gandus XS TUBE  
FFS packaging machine  

from layflat tube 

Versatile  

Ergonomic 

Operator’s friendly 

Stainless Steel version available 
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tubular packaging machine, designed and        

manufactured for all types of neutral or      

printed polyethylene films, also with antistatic 

treatment. 

Developed for all applications that require both 

maximum speed and simplicity in the format 

changeover. 

Use of reels of different widths, without parts    

disassembly or settings modification. 

Automatic forming of the bag with opening 

upwards. 

Bag filling and subsequent sealing are carried 

out in manual by starting the machine cycle by 

button, or automatically. 

Rapid reel change, max 30 seconds. 

Activation bag closure in manual mode from 

start punch button with a magnetic base to    

allow its placing in the most correct position. 
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Digital touch screen control display to easily 

program all production settings and parameters.   

Choice of language. 

Easy selection of values to be set. 

Possibility to save different work configurations  

for immediate access to every single job.  

Standard equipment 

- check through PLC and functioning diagnostic 

on command keyboard 

- sealing bars with mechanical closure equipped 

with safety device 

- constantly through panel adjustable sealing 

bars preheating 

- opening system for small and light bags 

- immediate change of bag length with                  

continuous adjustment (from 50 to 999 mm) 

from panel  

- preselected bag quantity reader, with stop 

when the preset number is reached 

- function of empy and on one side open bags 

production 

- selector of bag grip jaws insertion to vary the 

infeed mouth 

- wheel puncher with 3 different drilling        

positions: rights, left, center.   

- counter 

- inclined slide 

- magnetic start button 

- Equipped with a protective plexiglas barrier 
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Versatile, Ergonomic, Operator’s friendly 

Stainless Steel version available 
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Kind of produced bags 

Bags with one or two sealings 

Bags with more sealings 

Packagings with Eurohole 

Possibility of empty bags production to be      

used offline. 

Accessories 

In addition to the standard equipment, a wide    

and complete range of accessories are available 

on request, to allow the utmost customization 

of the machine. 
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Versions 

- Standard version  

- Stainless steel version 

- Possibility of synchronization with other     

devices. 

Gandus XS TUBE  
FFS packaging machine from layflat tube 

Versatile, Ergonomic, Operator’s friendly 

Stainless Steel version available 
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Technical features XS TUBE 300 XS TUBE 500 

Reel width mm 80 - 300  

mm 40 - 300 (upon request) 

mm 100 - 500  

mm 60 - 500 (upon request) 

Bags length mm 25 - 999  mm 25 - 999  

Reel material PE tubolar thickness mm 0.06—0.13  PE tubolar thickness mm 0.06—0.13  

External reel diameter 

Inner reel diameter 

mm 300  

mm 55/75  

mm 300  

mm 55/75  

Frame painted steel (inox upon request) painted steel (inox upon request) 

Safety sensors optical optical 

Cycles/min up to a 14 acc. to bag length and optio-
nals 

up to a 10 acc. to bag length and optio-
nals 

Mouth opening adjustment from digital display from digital display 

Bas exit position adjustable adjustable 

Control display touch screen touch screen 

Max reel weight Kg 15  Kg 15  

Electrical power 230 V single phase + earth 230 V single phase + earth 

Pneumatic 0.5÷0,8 MPa (5÷8 bar) non lubricated air 0.5÷0,8 MPa (5÷8 bar) non lubricated air 

Air consumption 
~0,0017 m³/ciclo 

0,0042m³/ciclo 

Power Kw 2,5  without accessories Kw 2,5 without accessories 

Dimensions mm 860 x 1000 x 1000  mm 890 x 1510 x 1190  

Weight Kg 130  Kg 150  
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